MARANATHA GREETINGS
(Maranatha = “Our Lord, come!”

Dear Readers of MRC literature.
As announced last issue, we are ceasing the printing of MRC books, because of
age-related problems. This current issue may be our last printed book, but the
ministry, God willing, will continue for some time more we hope until the Rapture
takes place.
Until then, God enabling, I will continue to send MRC ALERTS by email to whoever
would like them. At present there are several hundred people receiving from various
parts of the world. If you would like to receive them regularly, please send your
email address and location, email to me at . . . “mrcalerts@yahoo.com.
I hope to keep sending Alerts until the Rapture takes place, which could be any day
now.
But why do we continue, in spite of wanting to sleep all day? The reason is because
the days are urgent, and so many people are lost, because they do not know the
Saviour.!
Request: PLEASE .. IF YOU HAVE ORDERED THE MRC ALERTS, BUT HAVE NOT
RECEIVED THE ISSUES, PLEASE LET ME KNOW. WE HAVE HAD SOME EMAILS
BOUNCE ON THE INTERNET. If there is any mistake in an email address, even a dot

out of place in the address, will stop the address being recognized.
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A SINCERE THANK YOU
TO ALL WHO HAVE SHARED IN MRC
My co-workers, including all our representatives worldwide, join me in expressing
our sincere thanks to all who have supported us, and to all our readers for your
encouragement. And above all, we express our deep thankfulness to our
HEAVENLY MASTER, Yahweh-Yeshua, who has enabled us to continue the
ministry for so many years.
BUT THIS IS NOT A “GOODBYE”!
Now, just to fill you in on some of our history. I know many of my readers may be
interested in this piece of history.
The ministry began while I was still in Bible college in Sydney. I had a burden for
the people of Tibet, on the roof of the world since a youth, and I was preparing to go
to India to work among Tibetans. There was no way we could go to Tibet in those
days – the early 1960s. At that time I started a Tibetan Prayer Fellowship, and kept
in contact with missionaries on the field in India, and shared information and my
vision. Sister Enid St Hill helped in that fellowship from the beginning, and she has
been involved with us in MRC as Treasurer-Secretary, and she has continued in
this role up to the present time.
In 1963, I began my Tibetan studies in Kalimpong in the Himalayas of N. India,
where I stayed for half a year with some missionaries engaged in Tibetan work. The
next year I moved to Rajpur Dehra Dun, NW India, and continued my Tibetan
studies.
There I was blessed by a young Tibetan man, Ngawang, a refugee from Lhasa,
who was the same age as myself. For two years, he became my daily teacher with
good central (Lhasa) dialect.
During that time I wrote my first book, “The Heavenly Father’s Message,” in English.
Ngawang and I together, translated this book into Tibetan; and another Tibetan
hand-transcripted the script into Tibetan type. After two years work, the 148 page
book was printed at a Christian press in Bombay.
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We were able to distribute the books to Tibetans in many areas in India and Nepal,
that had opened up for Tibetan refugees. And later on, I could take some copies
into Tibet after it opened up to tourists in the 1980s.
While living in Simla where there were a great number of English-speaking Indians,
I decided to print some of the messages of that book, in English, in a newspaper
format. It was called The Message of Life. Later it developed into the name of
Millennium Alert.
So that Tibetan book began our publishing ministry, and many language
publications followed. A young Tibetan man, Sangay, who had a Christian teaching
background, was helping me for a couple of years, and we produced a regular
Tibetan magazine.
In 1972, the ministry “took off” after the publication of my first major book in English
“Now and the Near Future Prophesied.”
This book began circulating throughout India, and various readers asked if they
could voluntarily translate that book for us, into their own language.
So they translated, and we had the books printed and circulated.
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From 1980, we had our own printing press in Secunderabad, S. India. By 1996, 20
language editions of Now & the Near Future Prophesied, including Tibetan, had
been printed in various states.
In 1998, after 36 years in India, I returned to Australia, and settled in Perth, West
Australia, where we already had a representative, Kevin Wilson. Kevin has been
working with us as MRC Circulation Manager. Kevin has carried a heavy load in the
despatch of our literature, in Australia, and to some 60 counties around the world.
And he is still with us, attending to your orders for MRC books.
As most of you know, we have produced many books on end-times and Bible
prophecies. The Bible indicates that soon the antichrist will appear, and he will
usher in the New World Order. Leaders today are now calling it THE GREAT
RESET. But the Bible calls it, THE GREAT TRIBULATION.
It will not be merely great; it will be horrendous – the most evil regime the world
has ever seen.
It will see seven years of wars, hurricanes, earthquakes, plagues, pandemics,
starvation, economic collapse, violence and persecution seven years of hell, and the
compulsory Mark of the Beast. That’s not my prediction. It’s what the Scriptures
have foretold.
“For then there will be great tribulation, such as has never occurred since the
beginning of the world until now; and there will be nothing like it again.” (Matthew
24:21)

We have been warning about this horrendous disaster for the last 60 years. And we
want to continue warning until the Master takes us His people – home – by means
of the OTHER RESET that will happen soon – we can call it the Great BLESSED
RESET. (I’ll explain this a little later in this article. )
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But first I want to share information about the great EVIL RESET that we are
hearing about in the media every day now.

WHAT IS “THE GREAT RESET”?
"And it was given unto him to make war with the saints, and to overcome
them: and power was given him over every tribe, and people, and tongue,
and nation." ( Revelation 13:7)
NOV. 19:20. The Internet has been buzzing about “the Great Reset” lately. That term

has been trending on Facebook and Twitter, and the New York Times even published
an article dismissing it as a “conspiracy theory.” But it is definitely not a conspiracy
theory.
It is known that “the Great Reset” is actually an initiative that was started by the
World Economic Forum and it is designed to get “global stakeholders to co-operate
in simultaneously managing the direct consequences of the COVID-19 crisis.”
The following comes directly from the official website of the World Economic
Forum:
“There is an urgent need for global stakeholders to co-operate in
simultaneously managing the direct consequences of the COVID-19 crisis.
To improve the state of the world, the World Economic Forum started the
Great Reset initiative.”
According to the World Economic Forum, “the Great Reset” is a “unique window
of opportunity” for global leaders to shape the future state of global relations, the
direction of national economies, the priorities of societies, the nature of business
models and the management of a global commons.”
Drawing from the vision and vast expertise of the leaders engaged across the
Forum’s communities, the Great Reset initiative has a set of dimensions to build a
new social contract that honours the dignity of every human being. (oh!
Really?)
In other words, “the Great Reset” is essentially an updated blueprint for a New
World Order. Some refer to it as, “the World’s Last Superpower."
The man behind “the Great Reset” is named Klaus Schwab. He is the founder and
executive chairman of the World Economic Forum, and elsewhere on the official
site of the WEF, there is an article by Schwab entitled, “Now is the time for a
‘great reset'.”
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The following is an excerpt from that article…
“To achieve a better outcome, the world must act jointly and swiftly to
revamp all aspects of our societies and economies, from education to social
contracts and working conditions. Every country, from the United States to
China, must participate, and every industry, from oil and gas to tech, must be
transformed. In short, we need a “Great Reset” of capitalism. He is very open
about the fact that he wants to “revamp all aspects of our societies and
economies.”
That means that all aspects of human activity would fall under his plan. But in
particular, he wants a “Great Reset of capitalism.”
That definitely sets off alarm bells. When people start talking about dramatic
changes to capitalism, usually what they mean is that we should move even more in
the direction of socialism.
According to Schwab, there are three main components to “the Great Reset.” The
first involves reforming our economic systems so that they will “promote more
equitable outcomes.”
Moreover, governments should implement longoverdue reforms that promote more
equitable outcomes. Depending on the country, these may include changes to
wealth taxes, the withdrawal of fossil-fuel subsidies, and new rules governing
intellectual property, trade, and competition.
Unfortunately, I think that he means the exact same thing that Alexandria OcasioCortez means when she talks about “more equitable outcomes.”
Secondly, Schwab says that one of the main components of “the Great Reset” would
involve massive government investments in “green” urban infrastructure and
other similar projects.
The second component of a Great Reset agenda would ensure that investments
advance shared goals, such as equality and sustainability. Here, the large-scale
spending programs that many governments are implementing, represent a major
opportunity for progress. The European Commission, for one, has unveiled plans
for a €750 billion ($826 billion) recovery fund. The US, China, and Japan also have
ambitious economic-stimulus plans.
Rather than using these funds, as well as investments from private entities and
pension funds, to fill cracks in the old system, we should use them to create a new
one that is more resilient, equitable, and sustainable in the long run. This means,
for example, building “green” urban infrastructure and creating incentives for
industries to improve their track record on environmental, social, and governance
metrics.
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Doesn’t that sound a whole lot like the “Green New Deal” that many on the left
have been pushing in the United States?
Thirdly, Schwab envisions applying the “innovations” that we have witnessed during
the COVID pandemic as a model for “every sector” of society.
The third and final priority of a Great Reset agenda is to harness the innovations of
the Fourth Industrial Revolution to support the public good, especially by
addressing health and social challenges. During the COVID-19 crisis, companies,
universities, and others have joined forces to develop diagnostics, therapeutics, and
possible vaccines; establish testing centres; create mechanisms for tracing
infections; and deliver tele-medicine.
Imagine what could be possible if similar concerted efforts were made in every
sector.
In other words, Schwab thinks that the global response to the COVID pandemic can
be a blueprint for governing every area of our lives, and moving forward. Doesn’t
that sound just wonderful?
Of course in order for the globalists to get the United States on board with this
“Great Reset,” they will need to get Donald Trump out of the way first, and they
think they are very close to achieving that goal. The globalists envision a
“sustainable” future in which all forms of human activity are very closely
monitored and controlled for “the good of the planet.” They are entirely
convinced that a global system in which all the nations of the world are increasingly
integrated, is what is best for humanity, but those of us that are resisting the
globalists, understand that a one world system will inevitably evolve into a
complete and utter global nightmare.
Globalist publications such as the New York Times will continue to try to convince
all of us that plans such as “the Great Reset,” do not even exist, even as globalist
organizations such as the World Economic Forum are publicly announcing their
plans right out in the open.
In times like these, it is absolutely imperative to think for yourself, because
deception is everywhere and those that tell the truth are often greatly ridiculed.
Scripture exhorts us:
“Keep yourselves in the love of God, as you wait for the mercy of our Master,
Y'shua the Messiah to bring you to eternal life. “
Be merciful to some who are doubting; and save others, snatching them out
of the fire; and on some show mercy, with fear loathing even the garment
polluted by the flesh. ...
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Now to Him who is able to keep you from falling, and to present you before
His glorious presence, blameless and with exceeding joy, to the only God
our Saviour, through Y'shua the Messiah our Master, be glory, majesty,
dominion and authority, before all time, now and for ever! Amen.” (Jude 2125) AMEN!

Now let us look at …

THE COMING BLESSED RESET
a Spiritual miracle
Here is good news for those who truly believe in, and know Yeshua/Jesus, the
Messiah, as our Redeemer. (Yeshua is the actual Hebrew name given to Jesus. It
is a beautiful name, for Yeshua, in the Bible, means salvation.)
“Listen! I tell you a mystery, a secret truth; we will not all fall asleep, (that is die);
but we will all be changed, transformed in a flash, in the twinkling of an eye,
at the last trumpet; for the trumpet will sound, the dead will be raised
incorruptible and imperishable, and we, also, will be changed transformed.
“For this corruptible body, the perishable part of us, must put on incorruption, and
this mortal part of us that is capable of dying, must put on immortality. But when
this corruptible has put on incorruption, and this mortal has put on
immortality, then the word that has been written will be fulfilled. DEATH HAS
BEEN SWALLOWED UP IN VICTORY.” (1 Corin. 15:51-54)
This event is called The Rapture – the Catching Up of believers to meet the Lord in
the air. Aches and pains gone forever. And much more. There is eternal life and a
glorioius union and fellowship with Yeshua, Jesus Christ, for ever. That’s truly a
blessed reset! We will receive new immortal bodies in a moment, when the Lord
descends from heaven to receive all those who are His own true people.
“For God has not destined us to suffer His wrath, but to receive salvation
through our Master, Y'shua the Messiah, who died for us, so that whether we
are awake or asleep, we will live together with Him. Therefore encourage
one another and build up one another, just as in fact you are doing.” (1
Thessalonians 5:9-11)

“Let not your heart be troubled; believe in God, believe also in Me. In My
Father's House are many dwelling places; if it were not so, I would have told
you, for I am going there to prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare a
place for you, I will come again and receive you to Myself, so that you also
may be where I am.” (John 14: 1-3)
That is all scheduled to take place in these “last days.” Multiple events, good and
bad, are happening today, which indicates that the day of the LORD – the Rapture
is near.
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Some people do not believe the Rapture will happen because the word “Rapture” is
not in the Bible. Well that word may not be in most English Bibles, but it is in the
Greek and Latin translations of the Bible.
The apostle Paul wrote the book of Corinthians, to the people in Corinth, in Greek.
And in the first book of Thessalonians 4:16-17, he used the Greek word harpazo,
meaning “to snatch away. In Latin the word is rapere, from which the English word
rapture has derived.
“For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice
of the archangel, and with the trumpet call of God. Then the dead in Christ
those who died with faith in the Messiah shall rise first. Then we, the living believers
who remain, will simultaneously be caught up (harpazo/rapere) together with
them in the clouds, to meet the Master in the air. And so we will be with the
Master for ever.”
The Rapture is often referred to as the Blessed Hope. But it is does not mean “hope
so.” It is the blessed assurance, and blessed expectation. As in the song, “Blessed
assurance Jesus is mine,” we can say and sing, “Blessed assurance, Jesus is coming
soon!”
Yeshua Himself said three times in the last chapter of the Bible (Rev 22):
“I am coming soon / quickly.” He is coming for His own, to take them to the
Father’s House in heaven. And that is going to be absolutely rapturous. We will
meet our Saviour face to face. “What a time of rejoicing that will be! We will be
changed – RESET – in a moment – a new body for the spiritual realm; a body that is
not destined to decay. Now there will be no more aches and pains. That is indeed a
BLESSED, RAPTUROUS RESET.
And it’s a new Heavenly, Eternal Order!
By contrast, the New World Order, on earth, will go on for seven years and those
years will be anything but blessed. They will be seven years of hell on earth.
Now, every one of us living today will end up in one or the other place; in a world
order dictated by Satan’s delegate and con man – the evil Antichrist; OR, in the
Heavenly order, in the Presence of Jesus/Yeshua the holy King of Glory.
Yes, He is the same one, the Eternal One, who partook of humanity, and was born
of a virgin on earth; and who, at the appointed time, gave Himself to be slain
(crucified) in order to pay the penalty of the sins of the world. He was the only one
who could do that, for He was spotless, without sin, and thus He could become a
perfect sacrifice, and make a perfect atonement, which means to take away the
penalty of sin and to offer eternal salvation to everyone who will accept it.
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“This was the true Light, that coming into the world, enlightens every man.
He was in the world, and although the world was made through Him, the
world did not know Him. Though He came to His own, His own did not receive
Him. But to all who do receive Him, to those who believe in His Name,
Yeshua/Jesus, He gave the right to become children of God.” (John 1:9-12)
“For while we were still helpless, at the right time Today is the day of salvation!
Today is the day to be There are just three steps to take to be saved.
This is a good day to call upon the Lord and to receive His free gift of salvation –
forgiveness, salvation and eternal life.
To state it simply; to be saved, both now and for eternity, you need to receive
Jesus, Yeshua, as your personal Saviour. And here is His promise:
“To those who believe in His Name, Yeshua, He gives the right to become
children of God.” (John 1:9-12)
This may be the last time I can share with you the ABC of how to come into the
salvation the Lord offers to you. It is so simple that a young child should
understand. But it is older people who have hang-ups, and who imagine it is too
difficult to be saved, and to receive God’s gift of eternal life.
Many people think they are not good enough to receive But there is truth in that, but
actually, no one is “good enough.”
Red and Yellow, Black and White, all are precious in His sight. Good people, bad
people, criminals, drunkards, even Christ-despisers. All lives matter.
The Scripture says:
“For by grace you are and have been saved, through faith and this is not of
yourselves, it is the gift of God not as a result of works, lest anyone should
boast.” (Ephesians 2:8-9)
Y’shua the Messiah died for the ungodly. Very rarely will someone die even for a
righteous man, though possibly for a good man someone might even have the
courage to die. But God demonstrates His own love for us, in that while we were
still sinners, the Messiah died for us.
“Much more then, having now been justified by His blood, we who believe in
Him, shall be saved from the wrath of God through Him. For if while we were
enemies, we were reconciled to God through the death of His Son, much
more, having been reconciled, we shall be saved by His life.” (Romans 5:6-10)
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God extends the offer of forgiveness and the gift of eternal life to all. But He won’t
fill heaven with crowds of unbelievers who are unrepentant, rebellious, and
ungrateful radicals.
Now my dear reader, as I write these words, I am burdened, I am concerned about
you! God does not want anyone to perish. And I also, do not want you to perish.
This is a matter of your eternal salvation or your eternal damnation. Let me make it
as clear as I can.
The present time is crucial. The world is heading for disaster. Coming up very soon
is the Great Tribulation, We witness multiple signs that the world is preparing for
the reign of the Antichrist, who will command everyone to worship him, and to
receive his mark – the mark of the Beast – the mark that seals a person’s
damnation.
What God requires from us is our faith in His appointed Saviour Jesus, and in the
provision He has made for our salvation by His sacrificial death. This is the gift of
God, which brings forgiveness, and everlasting salvation.
An Illustration. Here is a wicked man – a murderer, who is condemned to
live the rest of his life in the hell cells of a notorious prison. But say there is a
provision for the man to be set free. He is told of the provision, but he does
not believe it, and so rejects the offer of freedom. Case closed!
My dear reader, I am not concerned whether you are a “good sinner” or a most
“wicked sinner.” The LORD of the universe wants to save you from the fate you will
experience, if you can’t bring yourself to receive His gift of eternal life.
Friend, this is not an effort to pressure or to scare you. It is my humble plea for you
to face realities, and to make the right decision that will seal your place in Heaven.
You may be asking,, “If I can’t be saved by trying to live a good life to please God,
and if I do not know how to pray, then HOW can I actually receive the gift of
salvation that you spoken about?
Let me show you how to receive the gift of God which brings forgiveness,
everlasting salvation, and the eternal assurance of eternal life.
Here are three steps to take — the ABC of salvation.
1. ACKNOWLEDGE
that you are a sinner and need the mercy of GOD, and
ASK Him to forgive all your sins.
2. BELIEVE in your heart and mind that Jesus/ Y'shua, the Son of God, came to
the earth, and was crucified on the cross in your place; and that He rose again from
the grave, and is waiting to become your living eternal Saviour.
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3. CALL upon Him while He is near. Pray (talk) to Him expressing your faith in the
Lord Jesus, the loving Saviour who has already paid your death penalty, and who is
now listening and waiting for / our response.
"CALL UPON HIM WHILE HE IS NEAR.”
(Isaiah 55:6)
My dear reader, if you have never received the Lord Jesus as your Saviour, or if
you are not sure that you have been saved, just talk to Him right now, in simple
words, thanking Him for the great sacrifice He made for you.

Express your faith in Jesus, and receive Him as your personal Saviour today!
Tell the Saviour about your concerns and express your love and faith in Him.
He is listening and waiting to hear your voice today.
If you are not sure how to pray, here is a prayer that may help you to receive
Jesus as your Saviour.
A PRAYER FOR SALVATION

"Lord Jesus, thank You for this truth that You paid the penalty that was
due to me. I now believe that You are the eternal Son of God, and that
You are willing to be my living Saviour from this day on. Now I believe
and I trust in You, and I humbly receive YOUR FREE GIFT of eternal
life, right here and now. I commit my whole life to You, and I ask You to
take me under Your wings, and make me a new person. Lead me in
the days ahead and make me what You want me to be. "Thank You,
my Heavenly Father; thank You, Lord Jesus, my Saviour, for Your love
and wonderful salvation. Amen! Praise to my Almighty God. Thank You
so much. Amen."
If this is your decision , please drop us a line at my address, and I will send
you a booklet "Lessons for New Believers," to help you in your new spiritual
life.
mrc70707@yahoo.com
or
DON STANTON, 4 CREST COURT, THORNLIE.,
WEST AUSTRALIA 6108

PERSECUTION — WORLDWIDE
Two recent cases
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RADIO PREACHER MURDERED
David Omara was the pastor of Christian Church Center and a well-known radio
preacher in northern UGANDA. During his radio broadcast on Oct. 31st, he
contrasted Christianity to Islam. After finishing the broadcast around 9 p.m., Pastor
David received a phone call from a listener who expressed appreciation for his
message, and invited him to meet with some friends. Unaware of the danger that
awaited him, Pastor David went to the meeting location, along with his son. Both
were brutally attacked. The pastor died, and his son, although injured, managed to
escape.

CHINA: EARLY RAIN COVENANT
CHURCH TARGETED
In December 2018, security forces raided the Early Rain Covenant Church in
Chengdu, Sichuan. More than a hundred members were arrested, including Pastor
TWang Yi, who has since been sentenced to nine years in prison.
The location where the congregation met has been demolished and authorities
have officially banned all future gatherings. Despite these measures, members of
the church have sought alternate ways to continue meeting for worship and share
the message of the Gospel. In response, security forces have continued to
intimidate church members.

MRC BOOKS STILL AVAILABLE
#001. WHAT’S THE WORLD COMING TO?
#112 IN THE BEGINNING CREATION
#17. FAILURE IS NOT FINAL
#20. WHERE WILL YOU SPEND ETERNITY?
#83. CONSTANT COMBAT Spiritual Warfare
#128. WHY SUICIDE WHEN THERE IS A SOLUTION
#19. INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF HEBREWS
#88. NAME ABOVE ALL NAMES YAHWEH-YESHUA
#109. IN THE STEPS OF YESHUA THE MESSIAH
#60. THE RAPTURE -”CAUGHT UP”
#130. GONE MISSING (The Rapture in story form)
#119. ISRAEL THE FIG TREE
THE REVELATION OF JESUS CHRIST ….
#123. VOL 1. THE TEXT OF REVELATION
#124. VOL .2 A PRELUDE TO REVELATION
#125. VOL. 3. OVERVIEW OF REVELATION
#126 VOL . 4 MESSAGES TO 7 CHURCHES
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#114. ALL EYES ON THE TEMPLE MOUNT

#113. THE NEW WORLD ORDER
#118. THE MARK OF THE BEAST
#116. JAPAN'S TRIPLE WAMMY
#137. NEARING MIDNIGHT
#138 THE DAY THE WORLD BURNS
#117 THE WRITING ON THE WALL
#121. WARS UNTIL THE END
#131. PURIM AND QUEEN ESTHER
#132. OVERTHROWING STRONGHOLDS
#134. RESCUE THE PERISHING
#97. THE WAY— LESSONS FOR NEW BELIEVERS
#135. COMING ONE WORLD RELIGION
#55. ME? ROB GOD (Malachi)
#57. WHY WERE OUR REFORMERS BURNED?
#70. IT'S TIME FOR THE LATTER RAIN
#42. THE LAST HOURS OF LAST DAYS
# 41 QUESTIONS & ANSWERS. Vol. 4 & Vol. 6

#91. LAW AND GRACE
#98. THE BROAD AND NARROW WAY
#103. THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST
#111. LETTERS TO MY SONS
#129. THE COUNTDOWN
#136. LOVE RELATIONSHIPS
#133. SECURITY BEYOND THE SUNSET
#139. THE CORONA PANDEMIC
#120. GIVE ME THIS MOUNTAIN TIBET, FIRST HAND EXPERIENCE, By Don
Stanton
MILLENNIUM ALERTS
77 PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST
82 SUPER VOLCANOS 83 WORLD PEACE SUMMIT
85 A FORETASE OF THINGS TO COME
86 IRAN'S END-TIME OIL WAR 87 WHEN THESE THINGS BEGIN LOOK UP
91 2020 A WORLD OF CHAOS & REBELLION
93 IS AMERICA FALLING APART?
59 BLOW A TRUMPET IN ZION/
66,+64 WOE, WOE, WOE & HOW LONG?
TO ORDER BOOKS

Contact Kevin for bigger orders (mrcwa@maranathaMRC.com).
For small orders Enid, (mrcber@bigpond.net.au),
or Don (mrc70707@yahoo.com).
Or MRC addresses (see inside cover.)
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JESUS FEEDS THE FIVE THOUSAND
A REMINDER,
DURING OUR DIFFICULT,
“IMPOSSIBLE SITUATIONS.”
MATTHEW 14:14-21
We face magnificent opportunities in our life, and each is brilliantly disguised as
impossible.
The disciples were asked to feed the crowd of 5000, but their first response was to
tell the crowds to go away.
Their second response was, there were only five loaves and two fishes, with them –
and these could not feed 5000.
All the disciples had to do was to give the loaves and fishes to Jesus, and He would
meet the people’s needs.
And all we need to do is the same … to put all the “impossible” circumstances in
our lives into His hands, and trust Him. Amen?
“Humble yourselves, then, under the mighty hand of God, that He may exalt
you in due time, casting all your anxiety upon Him, because He cares, and is
concerned about you.” (1 Peter 5:6-7)
AMEN !
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